


































This research applied the concept of 
intelligent agents to wireless communication 
environment, and developed a scheme of 
strategies and patterns of reasoning+Pilot 
Agent. The reasoning actions of these agents 
were actually performed by inference server, 
while the agent at the client-end merely 
processes the observation of users’ aptitude 
and transmission of information. The agent 
also presents the inference results properly 
by using sparing memory of client-end device. 
This scheme preserves the powerful and 
effective capabilities of computing and 
reasoning of PC, and assists users to 
accomplish their demands with mobile 
information to achieve the purpose of 
dominating information anywhere, anytime. 
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ComType  ComName  ComAttribute-Value  Container 
.¤¥¦Button Button1 Pressed-Y Frame2§

































IFComIDandComID::ComConfidence > 0 
THENassert find_RuleComID 
 4
ELSE+0.5ComID :: ComConfidence 
      PreComID < ComID 
      send PreComID to Temporary Memory 
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